MINIMED® PUMP THERAPY HELPS PEOPLE WITH DIABETES WORRY LESS ABOUT LOWS

LOW HAPEN BUT OFTEN GO UNNOTICED

The average person with type 1 diabetes has two lows a week they're aware of—and untold ones they're not.

Fingerstick tests alone can miss up to 90% of highs and lows.

57% experience lows at least once a night, impacting their next day.1

LOW EVENTS COST TIME AND IMPACT QUALITY OF LIFE

1 HOUR IS LOST TO MANAGING LOWS

10% of severe lows require medical assistance.

74% change their insulin therapy due to fear of lows.

MINIMED® INSULIN PUMPS WITH CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING (CGM) PROVIDE BETTER PROTECTION

Monitor glucose levels in real time, detecting up to 93% of low glucose events.*

Deliver precise, timely insulin doses, cutting severe low episodes by up to 85%

ONLY SMARTGUARD™ TECHNOLOGY TAKES ACTION FOR YOU

SmartGuard technology pauses insulin delivery when your levels go below a pre-set limit and you are unable to respond.

Persistent low* episodes reduced from 6 to 1 per year with no additional time spent testing.

Reduced risk of less intense lows* means you can recover more quickly and get on with your day.

9 out of 10 MiniMed 510G pump with CGM users say they feel more secure in treating their diabetes.6

Call 800.252.0207 or visit Medtronicdiabetes.com/smartguard for more information about a free insurance check or six-week pump trial option.

Call 800.252.0207 or visit Medtronicdiabetes.com/importantsafetyinformation and the appropriate user guides for additional important details.

*Measured as sensor glucose values.